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ABSTRACT
The new territory ofultraviolet imaging polarimetry is being explored at the University ofWisconsin Space Astronomy Lab by
a sounding rocket payload, the Wide-Field Imaging Survey Polarimeter ("WISP"). WISP uses an 8-inch F/l.9 all-reflective
Schmidt telescope, a large rotatable stressed CaF2 waveplate, and a fixed polarizing mirror coated with an opaque monolayer
of Zr02, illuminated at the Brewster angle. The payload has flown successfully four times, targeting the Pleiades Reflection
Nebula, the Large Magellanic Cloud, comet Hale-Bopp, and the diffuse light of our Galaxy. An improved payload in the
concept stage is Cosmic Ultraviolet Polarimetric Imaging Device ("CUPID"), which would use a 20-inch Gregorian Paul-Baker
telescope, WISP-stylepolarimetric optics, andmultilayerreflective coatings to achieve wide-field imaging polarimetry with more
than 15 times the sensitivity ofWISP. It is to be used to separate the Galactic and Cosmological components ofthe ultraviolet
diffuse background using their polarimetric properties.

High resolution stellar spectropolarimetry in the far ultraviolet is to be pioneered by a sounding rocket payload in the design
stage, the Far-Ultraviolet Spectropolarimeter ("FUSP"). This instrument is to have a spectral resolution of 0.07 nm and a
spectral coverage from 105 to 145 nm. It uses a 20-inch telescope with polarimetric optics at the prime focus, and a far
ultraviolet spectrometer using an aberration- corrected holographic grating. The polarimetric analyzer will be a thin LiF
stressed waveplate, followed by a Brewster-angle polarizer of natural diamond. Scientific goals include diagnosis of the
geometry and magnetic fields in stellar envelopes via resonance scattering and the Hanle Effect.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The program described here is a continuation of a long-term effort to develop astronomical polarimetric instrumentation for
the ultraviolet band using suborbital rocket payloads. We have identified two broad areas where ultraviolet polarimetry could
have an unusual impact, (1) wide-field polarimetric imaging of diffuse ultraviolet light, and (2) high-resolution far ultraviolet
spectropolarimetry ofunresolved dynamic envelopes.

The first has led to the Wide-Field Imaging Survey Polarimeter (WISP), designed to obtain the first astronomical wide-field
polarLmetric images in the ultraviolet. WISP obtains polarimetric images through ultraviolet broadband filters from 135 -260
nm with a resolution of 1 arcmin, over a field of 1 .7x50 Witha sensitivity that approaches the ultraviolet cosmic background,
it provides a unique way of identifying large scale diffuse light with dust reflection. Technical and scientific experience with
WISP has led us to a new optical design, which would have an order ofmagnitude better sensitivity and background rejection
than WISP. This device, Cosmic Ultraviolet Polarimetric Imaging Device ("CUPID") would be aimed at imaging the
extragalactic ultraviolet background itself. The first CUPID flight is tentatively aimed at the high latitude area SA57, in an
attempt to make a detailed comparison ofthe extragalactic UV background with an existing deep redshift survey, and to measure
the structure of the background over a 2.5 5° field.

With WISP in scientific production, we have developed a technically and scientifically related payload to address the second
area, the Far-Ultraviolet Spectropolariineter(FUSP). This effort used experience from WISP and from theWisconsin Ultraviolet
PhotoPolarimeter Experiment(WUPPE), which flew on the shuttle Astro missions in 1990 and 1995. The WUPPE experiment,
which obtained the first astronomical spectropolarimetry from 150 to 330 urn, provided tantalizing glimpses of several powerful
diagnostics of stars and the interstellar medium that would be available if coverage could be extended to shorter wavelengths.
Experience with WISP has now shown how such a device, covering 105 -150 mu, could be constructed. The FUSP payload
uses the same electronics and flight software as the WISP payload, while the optical module uses a fast Rowland holographic
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grating to achieve spectral resolution ?i=18OO. The first FUSP flight will target Tau, a bright Be star with large intrinsic
polarization as seen from WUPPE and ground based spectropolarimeters. The second flight will target the hot 0 stars On
and Per, in a first test of a new magnetic field diagnostic, the Hanle Effect.

2.1. The WISP instrument

The unusual WISP optical design chosen (Figure 1) mates a
large-aperture rotatable retardation plate and a Brewster-angle
polarizer with a fast all-reflective Schmidt telescope'. The first
optical element is a 19 cm aperture ultraviolet waveplate,
is assembled from four flat, square plates of oriented CaF2
crystal, supported by a framework and coupled on two sides to
pneumatic actuators. The entire plate may be given any desired
phase retardation parallel to its sides at a selected wavelength by
changing the force on the actuators. Light enters this element at
400 to the vehicle axis through a deployable door. The next
element is the reflective corrector for the Schmidt telescope,
which is 300 off-axis, followed by the polarizer, which is a flat
mirror tilted at the Brewster angle (67.5°) of an opaque, high-

CaF2 s h dindex coating material (Zr02), and finally the F/l.9 primary Waveplate
mirror. The primary and corrector have conventional AL'MgF2 Mirror

coatings. Stray light and other backgrounds are minimized by Figure 1. WISP
super-polishing of all optical elements, and baffling. UV
zodiacal light and NO atmospheric emission are monitored in-flightby two photomultipliers with one-inch telescopes copointed
with the main telescope.

The WISP detector for the most recent flight is a thinned, lumigen-overcoated, SITe 1024x1024 CCD with 24i pixels, providing
a field ofview of2.5x4°. (The previous flights used a thick, metachrome-coated Reticon 1200x400 chip with 27t pixels, for
a field ofview of l.7x5°.) CCDs are the optimal detector for polarimetry because oftheir high Quantum Efficiency, inherent
stability and high dynamic range, which is necessary to achieve high precision. The QE ofthe SITe chip is 30% down to 250
mu; vacuum UV measurements ofmetachrome2 shows it to be flat in QE to below Lya. Readout noise is 4.5 mis electrons; 16
bit digitization is done at a rate ofone pixel per 24 j.tsec; for a typical 5x5 (one arcmin) binned image, readout is performed in
1 second. The CCD is installed in an evacuated housing and cooled thermoelectrically to -72 °C. Heat generated by the
thermoelectric cooler is transferred to a copper cold sink reservoir, which is cooled to -40°C before flight by an LN2 bleedoff
refrigerant system. Just in front of the detector, and serving as the window of the detector housing, is a MgF2 field-flattener.
In front ofthe field flattener is a shutter and two metal! dielectric thin-film ultraviolet filters on a two-position slide mechanism.
Current filters have central wavelengths of 164 and 215 nm, half-power widths of -14%, and a visible light leak < l0. The
two linear polarization Stokes parameters Q and U are obtained by pairwise combinations of retardation and rotation of the
waveplate: A "Q Stokes image" is formed from two exposures Q+andQ- byQ ( Q+ - Q- ) I ( Q+ + Q- ), and similarly for U.
To obtain a linear polarization map of one field at one wavelength, four exposures are therefore required.

Polarimetric calibration is accomplished with the 16-inch vacuum collimator at SAL. Collimated point sources of continuum
(Deuterium hollow cathode) ultraviolet light are formed in various states of polarization using a rotatable brewster-angle
polarizer. A fixture rotates the payload relative to the collimator to allow illumination of the full field of view; this is used to
construct a polarimetric efficiency map over the field of view and to calibrate the internal scattered light. The polarimetric
efficiency ofthe WISP Brewster mirror is approximately 95%, and ofthe waveplate, approximately 80%. This has not varied
appreciably over four flights. The instrumental polarization and the photometric calibration are based mainly on in-flight data
on known unpolarized stars and OAO, ANS, TD1, and IUE stars in the field of view.

2.2. WISP polarimetric imaging of the Large Magellamc Cloud

The WISP payload has been flown successfully four times, targeting the Pleiades Reflection Nebula3'4, the Large Magellanic
Cloud5'6, comet Hale-Bopp7'8, and most recently the Diffuse Galactic Light field near M8 1/ M82. The LMC flight will serve
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to illustrate its performance.

On Nov 20, 1995, WISP was launched (flight 36.128UG) from Woomera, Australia to look at the diffuse UV light in the Large
f: - ••

.. Magellanic Cloud. The flight was a complete success, obtaining 4 80-
_ second images m the 215 nm filter usmg 1 xI 5 arcmm binned pixels5

This represents the first VUV astronomical polarization image ever. ,\ obtained Figure 2 (left) shows the UV mtensity image and polarization
vectors On the right is a contour map representmg the degree of centro

. j
symmetry of the polarization position angle around each position in the
image (this identifies the illuminators of the scattered light in the galaxy).
The region is the West side ofthe LMC (opposite 30 Dor), away from the
bar, and containing three hot star complexes, LH15, Nl 1, and B2.
Significant results are: 1) Diffuse UV light is seen over most ofthe WISP
image, with a structure very similar to the IRAS diffuse JR light. 2) The
light is polarized, consistent with starlight scattered by internal dust. The
diffuse UV light is polarized at a fairly low level, 5-10%. 3) The top of the
Uv image (2 kpc across) is consistent with being illuminated by associa-
tions LH15 and Nl 1 (the polarization vectors are centered on these areas).
The UV diffuse light near B2 does not appear to be illuminated by it. This
is explained ifB2 is on the near side ofthe dust disk, so that it can heat the
dust, but a forward-throwing phase function suppresses the backscattered
light. 4) The UV scattered light is quite strong (> 3000 photons/scm2A
sr, or "CU" - "Continuum Units"). In fact, the UV scattered light is
comparable to the IRAS thermal light, so that the UV must supply the
majority of the heating to the diffuse dust in the LMC. Modeling of the
polarized scattered light, using a Monte Carlo code, a Henyey-Greenstein
dust phase function, an exponential dust disk, and OB star luminosities
from Smith and Comett9 shows that (1) the tilt ofthe LMC axis to the line

of sight is 36°, and (2) the dust phase function parameter g is consistent with 0.7,
a value similar to some estimates for dust in our own Galaxy.

Tertiary
2.3. The CUPID instrument (Filter)

The goal of the next instrument in this series is to obtain polarization images of the OptionaI Fold , / '
cosmic ultraviolet background itself. This light is an order ofmagrntude fainter than (Filter) :?

the LMC diffuse light. To image the background the WISP performance must be F:lttener
'

improvedupon substantially in both sensitivity and background rejection (bright UV
stars are a major source of stray light background for a wide-field UV instrument). CCD Detector
This is accomplished in the CUPID optical design (Figure 3) through three innova- Fold Mirror,
tions: (1) Use ofa 3-mirror Paul-Baker desig&°" which allows for large aperture (50 (Filter)
cm)and fast focal ratio (F/i .2); (2) use ofa Gregorian configuration, which allows for Brewster
a stray light rejection baffle and for minimum-aperture polarimetric optics at the MiflOr (Y203)
intermediate focus, and (3) use of all-dielectric bandpass coatings on the mirrors to
achieve much better throughput and out-of-band rejection than metal-dielectric filters.
The 50 cm primaii is an F/l.3 parabola. Just before the intermediate focus is a 12.5
cm rotating stressed CaF2 waveplate; this also acts as the stray light baffle. At the Waveplate
focus is a Brewster reflection analyzer, coated with Y203 or Si3N4, and mounted at an
angle of 62.5 O A polarized ray trace ofthe system yields a polarimetric efficiency of
80% for the analyzer. Next is a flat fold mirror illuminating the Paul-Baker
secondary, which is a 25 cm asphere; a notch is cut out of one side to pass the
incoming beam. Finally, the Paul-Baker tertiary, a 22 cm sphere, is followed by a field Pnmary
flattener lens and the detector. A characteristic of Paul-Baker designs is a large (AIIMgF2)
obscuration, which is opthnized by balancing off-axis vignetting with on-axis
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throughput. Figure 4 shows a top view ofthe initial design, together with
the "footprint" on the primary mirror of all the on- . : : : : : ...

axis rays that make it through the system For a field ofview of2 55° the
on-axis geometnc throughput is 0 53 droppmg to 0 4 60% ofthe way to the
edge and 0.25 at the edge ofthe field. A disadvantage ofthe Gregorian
design is the quite large field curvature - this is the major aberration. This

.

design uses a CaF2 field flattener lens to achieve a FWRM over the 170
10 nm bandpass of 20 arcsec over most of the field and 60 arcsec at the Waveplate :

edge (figure 5). :
Primary -.-—- : : : : : : : :

Followmg the lead of the FOCAS project'2 and Park et al'3 we mtend to On-,is Footpnnt
make use of reflective dielectnc stack thm film layers on the telescope Fold Obscuration
mirrors to provide good efficiency in the UV while rejecting visible light. . : : : : : : : : :

. . . . . Secondary Notch
Very efficient coatmgs are now available commercially, mainly due to the Obscuraon
development of UV excimer lasers. Existing designs give 95-99% reflec- Figure 4 CUPID top view
tivity over square bandpasses 10 - 70nm wide above 150 nm, while out-of
band reflectivity is near 4%. Figure 6 shows the reflectivity ofa candidate Acton Research Corp coating (the dotted line shows

the reflection from the rear side of the substrate, which would be.
suppressed for this application). Stacking three of these mirrors
gives an effective filter with >90% efficiency and a "red-leak" of
6xlO , and stacking four gives a red-leak 2.5xlO. In the CUPID
design, the fold mirror, secondary, and tertiary would be filter coated.
The primaiy would be conventionally coated with MgF2 -overcoated
Aluminum, because of a concern with strongly wavelength-depend-
ent polarization effects in the dielectric coatings. After the polariza-
tion analyzer, such effects are no longer of concern. The major out-
of-band diffuse sources are airglow above 190 nm and the zodiacal
light. Suppressing the latter to less than 10% of the ultraviolet
background will require a rejection of about lOs. We intend to

Figure 5 CUPID spot diagram explore improvement ofthe rejection ofthe standard Acton coatings
by "admittance matching" techniques'4. A factor oftwo improvement

would give the required rejection with three mirrors. If this does not prove feasible, a fourth filter mirror can easily be added
to the CUPID design through a "fold" just before the detector (Figure 3).

The baseline CCD detector will be a SITe 2048x2048 thinned chip, overcoated with lumigen to achieve 35% QE at 170
nm. We will also investigate bare thinned chips UV-stabilized by delta-
doping15. Morrissey et al'6 have shown that UV-stabilized CCD's achieve
QE of45%, with a yield of-2 electrons/photon, in the 1 18 -161 nm region.
The QE improvement, and the electron yield, which effectively decreases the
photon-equivalent read noise, would be extremely beneficial. The CCD will
be mounted in a vacuum dewar with the field flattener as a window,
obviating the need to evacuate the payload for detector cooling. The detector
will be cooled either by TEC and an LN2 precooled block ,as with WISP, or °
directlyby a small internal cold-sink precooled to -150 °C by one ofthe new
closed cycle refrigerators (eg "Cryotiger" by APD Cryogenics). The latter 20

would allow operation at the optimal temperatures for low-noise operation
(-1 10 °C) and for completely negligible dark count. The detector will be

240 260

operated shutterless, with one halfofthe chip masked and used as a storage Wavelength (nm)

area. Binned 8x8 pixels (1 arcmin2), the effective l28x256 imaging area Figure 6 Acton filter 172-3090
would be read out in 1 second, during the waveplate rotation. The CCD
controller will be a copy of the WISP controller.

The polarimetric optics is a close copy of WISP. The much smaller CaF2 waveplate will be a single pane, and the pressure will
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be fixed, since the operating wavelength is fixed. Improved systematic error estimates wilibe obtained by obtaining six (instead
of four) polarimetric images, at angles 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 75 0 With one target per 360 second flight, exposures will be 60
seconds. The electronics section is a copy of the FUSP electronics (see below). Flight software and operations will also be
identical, since both payloads have a single mechanisms, the waveplate rotator, and have the same CCD controller.

Table 1 compares the sensitivity oftwo previous UV widefield
payloads, FAUST'7 and WISP, and two future payloads,
GALEX'8, and CUPID. For CUPID we assume an aperture of
50 cm, throughputs of 0.5 (geometric), 0.9 (primary), 0.8
(waveplate), 0.35 (brewster), 0.35 (CCD), and a net filter
FWHM of2O nm. We see that CUPID has more than lOOx the
effective area and 3Ox the "grasp" (the figure of merit for
diffuse continuum sources) than FAUST, and has lOx the
grasp ofGALEX. Even allowing for the 3x shorter exposures
available to a rocket experiment, this will be a major advance
for diffuse UV imaging alone, while the polarimetric capability
will be unique. For a 60 sec exposure, a UV continuum diffuse

Instrument FAUST WISP GALEX CUPID

Type UmgfoIJpc) I IP IS IP
FOV

A(cm2)
i (nm)
Grasp (cm2nm sr)
Resolution

7.6°dia
0.5
40

0.26
4'

2.5x4°
4.6
40

0.56
1'

l.25°dia
50
40
0.7
4"

2.5x5°
90
20
7.6
1'

Table 1 CUPID sensitivity comparison

light signal of 300 CU will detect 35 photons/arcmin2. For six polarimetric images, the intensity signallnoise in 1 arcmin2 is
12. Assuming a polarimetric efficiency ofO.8, the polarization error over a (10 arcmin)2 area is 1.5%.

2.4. CUPID ifight: separation of the cosmic and Galactic backgrounds

Measurement ofthe total intensity ofextragalactic light in the far ultraviolet has long been recognized as a potentially important
constraint on integrated star formation rates in the "recenf' (redshift z < 1) univers&920'21. However, the realization of this
possibility has remained on hold because the effects ofstars and starlight scattered offdust (the Diffuse Galactic Light, or DGL)
have been too difficult to remove. Results from FAUST FUV images imply at best a 3cr detection of the extragalactic FUV
background22'23 at a level ofroughly 300 CU. The FUV background therefore remains a tantalizing missing piece ofthe cosmic
background energy puzzle.

Since the DGL must be polarized, being light
scattered at high angles from a small number of
Uv bright stars, it will be possible with a polari-
metric imager to identify regions uncontaminated
by DGL. (This assumes that the extragalactic light
is unpolarized. If it is polarized, this would be
detected, and would be extremely interesting on its
own!) Figure 7 illustrates a first attempt to pre-
dict the level and structure of the DGL polariza-
tion, using a Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsieck24 dust
model, Monte Carlo radiation transfer, illuniina-
tors consisting of the known 3D positions of hot
star associations, and an exponential dust disk.
Several prominent OB associations, and the posi-
tions of past WISP and proposed CUPID targets Figure 7 DGL polarization model

are also shown. The predicted polarization near
these targets is in the range 10 -15%. Even though the intensity of the DGL likely varies strongly with position (it should
exhibit IRAS cirrus structure), the degree ofpolarization and position angle ofthe DGL should vary slowly with position, since
they depend only on scattering geometry. This provides the possibility ofremoving the DGL in lightly contaminated areas. The
prospect then is ofan uncontaminated map ofthe extragalactic UV light with arcminute resolution over a field ofmany degrees.
Direct identification of distinct FUV sources with deep redshift surveys would then delineate which galaxies have been active
in star formation and when, and how they are distributed. In addition, it should be possible to cross-compare these
identifications with results from GALEX18, a UV all-sky survey which is scheduled to launch in 2001. (CUPID is highly
complementary to GALEX through its higher sensitivity to diffuse background and its polarimetric capability). Measurements
ofthe remaining background intensity and its spatial distribution will constrain the recent globally averaged star formation rate26

Galactic Longitude
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and provide a direct test of our prejudice that this light arises from optically identifiable galaxies, which provide the basis for
all of our current star formation rate models. The possibility also exists that hot gas at high redshifts emitting in the Extreme
Uv restframe may be seen in some regions where the intergalactic medium is highly ionized27. This could produce localized
bright spots in the FUV background.

The a priori uncertainty in the contribution of the DGL to the TJV
background is due almost entirely to a very poor knowledge ofthe optical
properties ofthe diffuse Galactic dust in the UV: If the dust is strongly
forward scattering, there can be little scattered light at large galactic
latitudes, so that the diffuse light there would have to be extragalactic,
whereas isotropic dust could account for most ofthe high-latitude diffuse
light, leaving little extragalactic component. The DGL that is being
removed in the CUPID project therefore has a second benefit, the
determination of these optical properties. If the actual intensity and
polarization phase function of the diffuse dust can be calibrated in this
way, it will ultimately be possible to infer the scattering angle and thus the
distance of Galactic dust clouds by measuring their polarization. This
presents an exciting possibility ofconstructing three-dimensional maps of
the dust in the Galaxy.

In Figure 8 we show apartial simulation ofa CUPID observation of SA57,
a potential CUPID target which has been studied in the Kitt Peak Galaxy
Redshift Surve?8. Over the whole field (upper panel, 2.5x5°), we have
included SAO stars in the field and readout noise for six 60-second
images. In the inner half only we have added a uniform 300 CU UV
background. This illustrates that this signal is easily detected and the
photon noise in the background is small enough that structure will also easily be seen. Finally, in the SA57 redshift survey
region (the inner 1/4th of the bottom panel), we have added the estimated 170 urn flux from the 216 galaxies in the survey.
Extrapolating to the rest ofthe image and to a survey complete to B =22, approximately 3500 galaxies should be identifiable.

3. Far u1trav"+
3.1. The FUSP instrument t4r4 ShutterDoor

To the best ofour knowledge, useful astronomical polarimetric data beyond the
Sun in the far ultraviolet (91 -135 nm) have never been obtained. The main Grang
technical obstacle has been the lack of high-efficiency polarimetric optics. Zer
Experience in building WUPPE and WISP has now led us to a highly efficient Sensor

polarimetric modulator! analyzer which works down to 105 urn. In FUSP, this
is incorporated into an efficient holographic-grating spectropolarimeter. Brewster Mirror

Waveplate

Figure 9 illustrates the FUSP optical section. The telescope is a simple 50 cm CCD
F!2.5 parabola. The primary mirror is cut down to 35 cm (F/3.5) in the

. . . . Vacuum Portdirection of the spectral dispersion to allow for support structure and to
minimize steep reflections in the spectrometer. The focal-plane scale is 172
arcsec/imn, so that 10 arcsec deadband pointing stability leads to 61j (27 t rms
width) images. At the prime focus is mounted the spectropolarimeter, a sealable
housing with the polarimetric elements, grating, and detector. The detector is (Skin not shown)

the same thinned, overcoated CCD as WISP, a l024x1024 SITe chip; the
detector will be cooled to about -65 °C by a Thermo-Electric Cooler. The
primary mirror and spectrometer coatings will be LiF overcoated Aluminum.
The entire telescope section may be evacuated or backfllled with dry nitrogen,
with the aperture sealed by a NASA standard vacuum door. This is desirable in
order to preserve the delicate LiP coatings and to provide an FUV liveness test
in the field.

Figure 9 FUSP telescope
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Diamond The polarimetric modulator (Figure 10) is a 12 mm square, 1mm thick

Zero-Order Brewster Rotating stressed-LiF waveplate, mounted just before the focus. The waveplate
Sensor Mirror\ /LiFWaveplate is made to be halfwave at 124 nm by applying about 15 pounds
Fold Mirror —--—__.j--- pressure to one edge ofthe plate; polarimetric modulation is performed

by rotating the plate 45 o which rotates the plane of polarization by

* 900 The LiF plate is the only transmissive element in the instrument,
,. 'N and results in a short wavelength limit of 105 nm. Stressed-LiF

Spectrometer waveplates have been used in the past for laboratory work at Lya29.
Detector The piezo-birefringence ofLiF has been measured down to 120 nm3';

it increases rapidly as one approaches the UV absorption edge at 105' ______ . nm which will limit the useflul simultaneous bandwidth to less than 50's i Grating%J mn. The pressure on the LiF plate is applied by a mechanical collet;
Figure 10 FUSP spectropolarimeter this pressure will be monitored by a strain gauge. The polarization

analyzer is an 8 mm square diamond mirror mounted at the telescope prime focus at an angle of 67.5 °, near the Brewster angle.
The materials requirement forBrewster reflection is an index ofrefraction greater than one; the greater the index of refraction,
the higher the Brewster angle, and the higher the reflectivity at the Brewster angle. Diamond is the only known material to
maintain n > 1.5 down to 105 nm: in fact it remains above 3 for the entire FUSP range. Small, very thin natural diamond
windows are available in the appropriate sizes. Because it is opaque below 170 nm, only the first surface, not internal defects,
are important. A calculation ofthe polarization efficiency ofa diamond mirror in an F/3.5 beam at 67.5° incidencegives 60%
at 105 tim, 85% at Lya, and >90% above 140 nm. The diamond mirror will be bonded to a substrate which is reflective in the
visible so that a pointing monitor at the zero order of the spectrometer may aid in acquiring the target. The dispersor will be
a 10 cm diameter spherical holographic grating with a radius of curvature of 35 cm and a groove density of 1500 g/mm. The
spectrograph designuses aberration correction3' to minimize coma and astigmatism. The mean rms width in the direction of
dispersion is 27 microns. Combined with the pointing blur, the resolutionin the dispersion direction is 38j.t (1.6 pixels; 0.07
nm) giving 1800 (165 kmls). Resolution perpendicular to the dispersion ranges from 2 -30 pixels (8 - 120 arcsec).

In operation, the FUSP experiment timeline will consist of fairly short exposures, approximately 10 5cc, on each waveplate
position. The CCD readouts would be binned roughly lx8 pixels (0.04 am x 30 arcsec) to reduce the readout time to less than
1 second. The CCD will be operated shutterless: one half ofthe chip is masked offand the spectral data is rapidly shifted into
this storage region and read out during the waveplate rotation. Eight images with equally-space waveplate angles from 11.250
to 90° will complete a polarimetric measurement. The modulation of each pixel with angle provides an overdetennination of
the intensity and the two linear polarization stokes parameters at that wavelength, so that the systematic error in each pixel may
be evaluated. This should give the highest possible precision achievable with a one beam device, better than 0.1%. The
estimated effective area will be 37 cm2 at 120 rim, based on mirror efficiencies of 80%, obscuration 20%, brewster reflectivity
35%, grating efficiency 35%, actual LiF transmission, and detector quantum efficiency 35%. A 300 second exposure on a m
(flat FA) object will give 2.5x l0 ph/nm (0.02%/nm"2 polarimetric precision) at 120 rim.

3.2. Far ultraviolet spectropolarimetry -overview

From a broad perspective, the observable matter in the galaxy comes in two forms, the diffuse (interstellar medium) and
gravitationally compressed (stars and their remnants). A major goal of modem astrophysics is to understand how mass and
energy flow from one to the other. There are numerous theories for how stars accrete from and lose mass to the surrounding
interstellar medium, but the fact is, the observational evidence is meager and indirect. This is because much of the interesting
physics takes place quite close to the stars, in a spatially unresolvable envelope. The available evidence indicates that neither
the physics nor the geometry is simple: magnetic fields and the exchange of angular momentum are fundamentally important.
TheobjectiveofFUSP is to test potentially powerful new diagnostics ofthe dynamics and geometry ofenvelopes ofhot objects
using spectropolarimetry in the Far Ultraviolet. These tools will be applied to the fundamental question:

Under what circumstances and how do angular momentum and magneticfields control accretion and mass outflow in hot
objects?

FUSP will obtain high precision spectropolarimetry from 105 - 150 rim for hot stellar sources, making use of the increased
importance of polarizing opacities in the FUV (figure 11). It will measure the polarization produced by electron scattering,
resonance line scattering, and hydrogen Rayleigh scattering in the inner circumstellar environment, and thereby quantitatively
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Figure 11. Far UV polarizing opacities

In astronomy, the Hanle Effect has been used to study the magnetic field in the solar atmosphere and corona7. It has not been
used for extra- solar system objects. In the FUV, however, it is potentially a powerful way ofmeasuring magnetic fields in hot
star envelopes. Ignace, et a!32 discuss the integrated polarization signal from a magnetized envelope. Compared to Zeeman
Effect, the more familiar method for measuring magnetic fields, the Hanle Effect is

. Sensitive to much weaker fields: 0.1 - 1000 gauss

. Not destroyed by line broadening effects. This makes it useful in dynamic envelopes.

. Differentmembers of a multiplet have different susceptibilities. This is a signature ofthe effect.
S Depends on the component ofmagnetic field transverse to star-atom radius vector (not parallel to line of sight).

Ignace, et a133 further discuss the polarimetric line profile due to the Hanle Effect in a dynamic envelope. The Hanle
polarimetric profile depends on: 1) the field strength! BH; 2) the field symmetry (dipole! poloidal vs toroidal); 3) the envelope
density symmetry (axisymmetry? etc); 4) the envelope dynamics symmetry (expansion vs rotation); and 5) the inclination. In
many cases, it is possible to use symmetry principles, plus combining effects in multiplets of several ions to separate out these
effects. In addition, spectroscopic information from the intensity profile and from possible periodic variability due to rotation
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3.3. FUSP ifight - the Hanle Effect
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constrain the geometry and dynamics of the system. In addition, the
strength and geometry ofthe magnetic field will be determined from the
Hanle Effect.

C0
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E

Table 2 lists three candidate FUSP flights. Specific targets are shown E
together with the 133 nm magnitude, exposure time, required resolution, g
and the predicted precision, binning the data to that resolution. The
total science exposure time for this payload is predicted to be 350 sec.
The first flight is to be on the unpolarized standard 3 Tau, and the o
highly polarized Be star Tau. This will serve as a performance g'
verification test against objects ofknown polarization, and will be a first .
exploration of spectropolarimetry of hot star envelopes The second
flight will be the first test ofthe Hanle Effect magnetic field diagnostic,
using the slow and rapid rotator 0 stars On and Per. The third will
probably target the interacting binary, Lyr, and the interstellar
polarization target, a Sco. As an illustration of FUSP science, we
discuss the second proposed flight.

Far ultraviolet spectroscopy is popular mainly due to the many
FUV resonance lines. The fact that these are all potentially
polarizing through scattering makes these lines probes of ___________________________________________
envelope asymmetry in the same way that electron scattering
polarization is used to detect asymmetry in the visible. In fact, ___________________________________________
since the resonance line cross-sections are all much larger than
the electron scattering cross-section, potentially much smaller
asymmetries are detectable than with electron scattering. The
amount ofpolarization willbe governed by the line polarizability
(known) and the envelope asymmetry (unknown). In a line
broadened by expansion/ rotation, each position in the profile
then gives geometry of material at one line-of-sight velocity.
The polarized profile, used in conjunction with the intensity
profile and wind dynamic models, thus offers a potentially powerful probe of asymmetry and rotation in expanding envelopes.

1500 1600

Program Target m1330 Exp(s) &(nm) %Err

Unpol
Be

Tau
:Tau

-0.5
-0.3

50
300

1

0. 1

0.03
0.05

Hanle
Hanle

On

Per
-2.5
1.0

200
150

0. 1

0.1
0.02
0.1

IntBin
ISM

Lyr
a Sco

2.
-0.5

200
150

0.1
1

0.16
0.02

Table 2 FUSP flight targets

Classically, the Hanle Effect is a modification ofthe polarization from line scattering due to the precession ofthe atomic dipole
during radiation. In the lab, it is commonly used to measure line Einstein A-values, given a known field. The Hanle Effect is
significant for fields -
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0

As an illustration ofthe technique, we have chosen to focus on (On 09.51a, which has been intensely studied for stellar wind
phenomena. The top panel ofFigure 12 shows the Copernicus spectrum of ( On, exhibiting a number of P Cygni wind lines.
For this simplified model, we assume that the star is observed equator-on and that the star has a global dipole magnetic field
that is aligned with the polar axis. The field is super-
posed on a spherical wind. The Hanle effect line Orionis
profiles are estimated for three multiplets, SW lO7,
NV Al24, and S1IV ?l4O. The second panel in Fig
12 shows the theoretical polarization signature we F.
calculate as a function of wavelength for dipole
strengths at the base ofthe wind of 1, 3, 10, 30, and
100 gauss. (The continuum polarization is zero in
each case, but is shifted up for clarity). The polari- %Q
metric effects set in for each line in the order ofB11 for 0

that line, ie SW, then NV, then SiIV. If the inclina- I
tion were different from 90 °, there would also be a
polarizationposition angle profile which is symmetric 0

about line center. The polarization and angle profiles 0.4
are different for differeint magnetic field geometries.
Thus, we should not only be able to derive an estimate
of the field present but may also put constraints on the
field configuration and inclination. This would be a
jQr advance over our current state of knowledge.

1100

0

1200 1300

Wavelength (Mg)
. Figure 12 On simulation

To demonstrate that these effects are detectable m
practice, we show in the bottom two panels offigure 12 a simulated observation ofC (hi made for FUSP. Noise has been added
appropriate to a 300 second FUSP observation, for base fields of 100 and 3 gauss. Note that the vertical scale has been increased
in each for clarity. The simulation shows that a base field of3 gauss (< 1 gauss over most ofthe envelope) should be detectable;
somewhat larger fields should be seen easily. The second proposed star in this flight, the rapid rotator Per (07e), has been
chosen to illustrate the effects ofrotation on resonance scattering polarization and the Hanle Effect. The usefulness ofthe Hanle
diagnostic will depend on the ability to separate effects of non-axisymmetry and magnetic field in the real world; this will be
a test of that capability.
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